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ROHLIN FLOWS ON AMALGAMATED FREE PRODUCT
FACTORS
KOICHI SHIMADA
Abstract. We construct flows on an amalgamated free product factor and
characterize the Rohlin property for them by faithfulness of R×Z actions on
a measured space. As a corollary, we find Rohlin flows on this factor. This is
the first example of Rohlin flows on non-McDuff factors. We also also apply
Masuda–Tomatsu’s theorem to our Rohlin flows, and obtain a classification up
to strong cocycle conjugacy. However, it also turns out that usual cocycle con-
jugacy is different from strong cocycle conjugacy for our flows. Consequently,
even though Masuda–Tomatsu’s analysis is applicable for flows on non-McDuff
factors, its effect for classification up to cocycle conjugacy is limited.
1. Introduction
In this paper, we construct Rohlin flows on amalgamated free product factors
and consider a classification of them.
Studying group actions is one of the most interesting topics in operator alge-
bra theory. After Connes [1], [2] has completely classified single automorphisms of
the approximately finite dimensional (hereafter abbreviated AFD) II1 factor up to
cocycle conjugacy, the classification of group actions has been remarkably devel-
oped; discrete amenable group actions on AFD factors are completely classified by
many hands [5], [9], [13], [18], [22], [23], and there has been great progress in the
classification of compact group actions by Masuda–Tomatsu [14], [15], [16]. Then
our next interest is the classification of non-compact continuous groups, especially,
R-actions (flows). In the study of flows, a great deal of things remain to be done.
One of the main topics related to flows is about “outerness” for flows. Defining
the appropriate “outerness” for flows, constructing and classifying “outer” flows
have been studied by many people. The first studies of this type have been done by
Kawahigashi [6], [7], [8]. As in Theorem 1.6 of [7], Theorem 16 of [8], he constructed
flows on the AFD II1 factor by various ways, and investigated when they are “very
outer” (which is equivalent to being cocycle conjugate to an infinite tensor product
type action with full Connes spectrum). Later, Kishimoto [11] defined the Rohlin
property for flows on C∗-algebras as in the Introduction of [11], which is a candi-
date for “being very outer” for flows. Kawamuro [10] defined the Rohlin property
for flows on the AFD II1 factor (Definition 2.2 of [10]). Considering the Rohlin
property plays a very important role in classifications. Recently, Masuda–Tomatsu
[17] established the classification theorem for the Rohlin flows (Theorem 5.14 of
[17]). Remarkably, their theorem is applicable not only for flows on McDuff factors,
but also for flows on arbitrary separable von Neumann algebras. However, there
are no known examples of Rohlin flows on non-McDuff factors. So, constructing
Rohlin flows on non-McDuff factors should lead to interesting observations (See
also Problem 8.2. of [17]).
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The main result of this paper is constructing flows on an amalgamated free
product factor (Hereafter abbreviated AFP) and characterize the Rohlin property
for them (Theorem 3.3). This yields the first examples of Rohlin flows on non-
McDuff factors. Besides constructions, classification of flows is very important.
We also classify Rohlin flows constructed in Theorem 3.3, up to strong cocycle
conjugacy (Lemma 4.3), by using Masuda–Tomatsu’s theorem. However, a main
interest is a classification up to usual cocycle conjugacy. So, it is important to study
the difference between cocycle conjugacy and strong cocycle conjugacy, and we show
that they are strictly different for our Rohlin flows (Theorem 4.5). Consequently,
even though Masuda–Tomatsu’s analysis for flows based on the Rohlin property is
applicable for flows on non-McDuff factors, its effect is limited and another idea
seems to be needed to classify flows on non-McDuff factors.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we collect basic facts about Rohlin flows and amalgamated free
product factors. Here, M always denotes a separable von Neumann algebra.
2.1. The Rohlin property. First, we recall the Rohlin property. Basic refer-
ences are Chapter 5 of Ocneanu [18], Kishimoto [11], Kawamuro [10] and Masuda–
Tomatsu [17]. Let ω be a free ultrafilter onN. We denote by l∞(M) the C∗-algebra
consists of all bouded sequences in M . Set
Iω := {(xn) ∈ l∞(M)|*strong-limn→ω(xn) = 0},
Nω := {(xn) ∈ l∞(M)|for all (yn) ∈ Iω ,
we have (xnyn) ∈ Iω and (ynxn) ∈ Iω},
Cω := {(xn) ∈ l∞(M)|for all φ ∈M∗, lim
n→ω
‖ [φ, xn] ‖= 0}.
Then we have Iω ⊂ Cω ⊂ Nω and Iω is a closed ideal of Nω. Hence we set Mω :=
Nω/Iω. Denote the canonical quotient map Nω → Mω by π. Set Mω := π(Cω).
Then Mω and M
ω are von Neumann algebras as in Proposition 5.1 of Ocneanu
[18]. Let α be an automorphism of M . We define an automorphism αω of Mω by
αω((xn)) = (α(xn)) for (xn) ∈ Mω. Then we have αω(Mω) = Mω. By restricting
αω to Mω, we obtain an automorphism αω of Mω. Hereafter we denote α
ω and αω
by α if there is no chance of confusion.
Choose a normal faithful state ϕ on M . For a flow α on a von Neumann algebra
M , set
Mω,α := {(xn) ∈Mω|for all ǫ > 0, there exists δ > 0 such that
{n ∈ N| ‖αt(xn)− xn‖♯ϕ < ǫ for |t| < δ} ∈ ω}.
Where, ‖x‖♯ϕ :=
√
ϕ(x∗x) + ϕ(xx∗), which metrizes the *strong topology of the
unit ball of M . This is a von Neumann subalgebra of Mω and satisfies αt(Mω,α) =
Mω,α as in Lemma 3.10 of Masuda–Tomatsu [17].
Definition 2.1. (Definition 2.2 of Kawamuro [10], Definition 4.1 of Masuda–
Tomatsu [17])
We say that a flow α has the Rohlin property if for any p ∈ R, there exists a
unitary u ∈ U(Mω,α) with αt(u) = e−iptu for t ∈ R.
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As shown in Masuda–Tomatsu [17], a Rohlin flow is always centrally free and has
full Connes spectrum. So it is reasonable to regard a Rohlin flow as a sufficiently
free action.
For Rohlin flows, there is a classification theorem.
Theorem 2.2. (Theorem5.14 of Masuda–Tomatsu [17]) For two Rohlin flows θ1,
θ2, they are strongly cocycle conjugate if and only if θ1t ◦ θ2−t ∈ Int(M) for all t.
Here, two flows θ1 and θ2 are said to be strongly cocycle conjugate if there exists
a θ2-cocycle u and σ ∈ Int(M) with Ad(ut) ◦ θ2t = σ ◦ θ1t ◦ σ−1. The condition
that the automorphism σ is approximately inner is just a technical condition. And
our main interest is classification up to usual cocycle conjugacy. However, for
automorphisms on AFD factors, approximate innerness is characterized by Connes–
Takesaki module as in Theorem 1 of Kawahigashi–Sutherland–Takesaki [9]. So this
theorem is very powerful for flows on AFD factors.
2.2. Amalgamated free products. In order to construct Rohlin flows on non-
McDuff factors, examples of non-McDuff factors are important. One of the impor-
tant classes of non-McDuff factors consists of amalgamated free product factors.
Here, we list up facts about amalgamated free product factors needed for our con-
struction. Basic references are Popa [20], Popa [21], Ueda [25] and Ueda [26].
Let A, B be two von Neumann algebras with a common von Neumann subalgebra
D. Suppose that there exist normal faithful conditional expectations EA : A→ D,
EB : B → D. Then as in 3 of Popa [20], Definition 2.4, Theorem 2.5 of Ueda [25],
there exists a von Neumann algebra M with the following properties.
(1) There are normal faithful representations πA : A → B(H), πB : B → B(H)
such that πA|D = πB |D.
(2) M = (πA(A)
⋃
πB(B))
′′.
(3) There exists a normal faithful conditional expectation E : M → πA(D) =
πB(D) such that E(πA(x)) = πA(EA(x)), E(πB(x)) = πB(EB(x)).
(4) The von Neumann algebras A and B are free with amalgamation over D,
i.e.,
E(πC1(x1) · · ·πCn(xn)) = 0.
for n ∈ N, xi ∈ kerE ◦πCi , Ci = A,B for i = 1, · · ·n, Ci 6= Ci+1 for i = 1, · · ·n− 1.
Hereafter, we identify πA(A) with A, πB(B) with B, πA(D) = πB(D) with
D, respectively. Moreover, as in Theorem 2.5 of Ueda [25], this M is unique in
the following sense: if (π1A, π
1
B, E1, M1) and (π
2
A, π
2
B, E2, M2) satisfy the above
conditions (1)–(4), then there exists a unique *-homomorphism φ :M1 →M2 with
φ ◦ π1A = π2A, φ ◦ π1B = π2B, φ ◦ E1 = E2 ◦ φ.
This M is said to be the amalgamated free product of A and B relative to D
and denoted by A ∗D B (Definition 3.3 of Popa [20], Definition 2.4 of Ueda [25]).
This definition depends on the choice of EA and EB . However, if D is a common
Cartan subalgebra of A and B, EA and EB are unique. Hence, in this case, M
depends only on the choice of A, B and D. For our purpose, it is also important to
note that if both A and B are of non-type I and if D is a common Cartan subalgebra
of A and B, then M is a non-McDuff factor. Moreover, we have Mω = M
′ ∩Mω ⊂
Dω, as shown in Theorem 8 of Ueda [26].
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3. Construction of Rohlin flows
Here we construct Rohlin flows on a non-McDuff factor. Let D = L∞(X,µ) be a
diffuse separable abelian von Neumann algebra, where µ is a probability measure.
Choose a free ergodic µ-preserving action α : Z y D. Then A := D ⋊α Z ⊃ D
is a pair of the AFD type II1 factor and its Cartan subalgebra. There is a unique
action α ∗α : F2 y D which satisfies α ∗α(a) = α, α ∗α(b) = α, where a, b are two
generator of F2. Set M := A ∗D A. Then M is isomorphic to D ⋊α∗α F2 because
the latter satisfies conditions (1)–(4) of subsection 2.2, and this M is a non-McDuff
factor.
Lemma 3.1. (See also Theorem 2.6 of Ueda [25])
Let θ : Ry D be a µ-preserving flow commuting with α. Let {uit} be θ-cocycles
(i = 1, 2). Then the action θ extends to M by θt(λa) = u
1
tλa, θt(λb) = u
2
tλb for
t ∈ R.
Proof. Fix t ∈ R. Since θt commutes with α, the injective homomorphisms πA :
A ∼= {{λa} ∪ D}′′ →֒ A ∗D A, πB : A ∼= {{λb} ∪ D}′′ →֒ A ∗D A satisfying the
following are well-defined.
πA(λa) = u
1
tλa, πB(λb) = u
2
tλb, πA(x) = πB(x) = θt(x) for x ∈ D.
Since this (πA, πB) satisfies conditions (1)–(4) of subsection 2.2, there exists an
automorphism θt of A ∗D A such that θt|{{λa}∪D}′′ = πA, θt|{{λa}∪D}′′ = πB . It is
not difficult to see that the map t 7→ θt(y) is strongly continuous for y ∈M .

For the above flows, we give a characterization of the Rohlin property.
In order to do this, we make use of the following Rohlin type theorem for R×Z
actions on the standard probability space, which is a part of a theorem of Lind [12]
or Ornstein–Weiss [19].
Lemma 3.2. (Theorem 1 of Lind [12]) Let R be a µ -preserving faithful ergodic
action of R × Z on the standard probability space (X,µ). Then for any ǫ > 0, for
any N ∈ N and for any T > 0, there exists a Borel subset Y ⊂ X with the following
properties.
(1) The set A :=
⋃
|t|≤T,|n|≤N R(t,n)(Y ) is Borel measurable and satisfies µ(A) >
1− ǫ.
(2) There is a Borel isomorphism F : A ∼= Y × [−T, T ]× {−N, · · · , N} and a
Borel measure ν on Y such that
µF−1 = ν ⊗ Lebesgue measure⊗ counting measure.
(3) Under this identification, we have
R(t,n)(y, s,m) = (y, s+ t,m+ n)
for y ∈ Y , |s+ t| ≤ T , |s| ≤ T , m ∈ {−N, · · · , N}, |m| ≤ N , |n+m| ≤ N .
Now, we give the characterization of the Rohlin property for flows constructed
in Lemma 3.1.
Theorem 3.3. For flows constructed in Lemma 3.1, consider the following five
conditions.
(1) The flow θ has the Rohlin property.
(2) The action {(θt|D) ◦ αn}(t,n)∈R×Z is faithful on D.
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(3) The flow θ is centrally free. That is, θt is free on Mω for t 6= 0.
(4) The flow θ is centrally free and has full Connes spectrum.
(5) We have (M ⋊θ R) ∩M ′ = C.
Then we have implications (1) ⇔ (2) ⇔ (3) ⇔ (4) ⇒ (5).
Proof. The implications (1) ⇒ (4) ⇒ (3) and (1) ⇒ (5) follow from Masuda–
Tomatsu [17]. Hence it suffices to show the implications (3) ⇒(2) and (2) ⇒ (1).
First, we show the implication (3) ⇒ (2). Assume that condition (2) does not
hold. Then there exists (t, n) 6= 0 such that θt = αn. We have t 6= 0 because α is
ergodic. Hence for x ∈ Mω ⊂ Dω (as explained in subsection 2.2, the implication
Mω ⊂ Dω is shown in Theorem 8 of Ueda [26]), we have θt(x) = λanxλa−n = x,
which implies that condition (3) does not hold.
Next, we show the implication (2) ⇒ (1). Suppose that the action {(θt|D) ◦
αn}(t,n)∈R×Z is faithful. Fix n ∈ N. It is enough to construct a sequence {un} of
unitary elements of D such that
(i) µ
(|θt(un)− e−iptun|2) < n−2 for |t| < n,
(ii) µ
(|α(un)− un|2) < n−2.
Assume that we have these un’s. Then by condition (ii), {un} asymptotically
commutes with λa and λb. Hence {un} is a centralizing sequence. By using condi-
tion (i), we have θt ({un}) = e−ipt{un} for t ∈ R.
Now, we show the existence of the above {un}. Regard D as L∞(X,µ), where
(X,µ) is a standard probability measured space and let S : R y (X,µ) and T :
Z y (X,µ) be actions induced by θ, α, respectively. By using Lemma 3.2 for
T := 8n3, N := 8n2, ǫ := 1/8n2, R(s,m) := SsTm, there exists a Borel subset
Y ⊂ X satisfying the conditions in Lemma 3.2.
Set
un(y, s,m) :=
{
eips for (y, s,m) ∈ A,
1 for x ∈ X\A.
Then by condition (3) of Lemma 3.2, we have
(θt(un)− e−iptun)(x) = 0 for x ∈ {(y, s,m) ∈ A| |s| ≤ T − n}.
Hence we have
µ(|θt(un)− e−iptun|2) ≤ 4µ(X\{(y, s,m) ∈ A| |s| ≤ T − n})
= 4(µ(X\A) + µ({(y, s,m) ∈ A| |s| > T − n}))
≤ 4(ǫ+ n/T ) = n−2.
By similar computation to this, we have µ(|α(un)− un|2) < n−2. 
By this theorem, it is possible to see that there exist Rohlin flows on the factor
M . In order to do this, it is important to note that if an action β : Z y D is
free ergodic probability measure preserving, then D ⋊β∗β F2 is isomorphic to M
considered in this section, which is shown by Connes–Feldman–Weiss [3] and the
uniqueness of the amalgamated free product.
Example 3.4. Let (D˜, µ) be a diffuse separable abelian von Neumann algebra
with a normal faithful trace and let θ˜ be a µ-preserving faithful flow on D. Set
D := ⊗∞n=−∞(D˜, µ)n and α : Zy D be a Bernoulli shift. Then the diagonal action
θ : Ry D of θ˜ extends to M := D ⋊α F2 and has the Rohlin property.
Other examples are given in the following.
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Example 3.5. Let D = L∞(T2)(= L∞((R/Z)2)) and let α : Zy D be an action
defined by α(f)(r, s) = f(r−1/√2, s−1/√3) for (r, s) ∈ T2, f ∈ D. ThenD⋊α∗αF2
is isomorphic to M . By Lemma 3.1, we can define a flow θλ,µ,p,q : Ry D⋊α∗α F2
by
θλ,µ,p,qt (f)(r, s) = f(r − pt, s− qt)
for (r, s) ∈ T2, f ∈ D, t ∈ R,
θλ,µ,p,qt (λa) = e
iλtλa, θ
λ,µ,p,q
t (λb) = e
iµtλb
for t ∈ R. This θλ,µ,p,q has the Rohlin property if and only if (p, q) 6= r(n/√2 −
m,n/
√
3− l) for any r ∈ R, n,m, l ∈ Z.
Proof. In order to show this, by Theorem 3.3, it is enough to show that the action
{(θλ,µ,p,qt |D) ◦ αn} is faithful if and only if the above condition holds. For (t, n) ∈
R×Z, θλ,µ,p,qt |D = αn if and only if pt = n/
√
2+m, qt = n/
√
3+l for somem, l ∈ Z.
Hence {(θλ,µ,p,qt |D) ◦ αn} is faithful if and only if (p, q) 6= (n/
√
2 +m,n/
√
3 + l)/t
for all t ∈ R \ {0}, n,m, l ∈ Z. 
If we further assume that (p, q) 6= r(s/√2 − m, s/√3 − l) for any r, s ∈ R,
m, l ∈ Z, then this also gives a new example of a Rohlin flow on the C∗-algebra
C(T2) ⋊α∗α F2, which is shown by the same argument as in Proposition 2.5 of
Kishimoto [11].
Remark 3.6. Let α : G y D be a non-singular free ergodic action of a discrete
group. If the action α is stable (See Definition 3.1 of Jones–Schmidt [4]), then the
factor M := D ⋊α∗α (G ∗G) admits Rohlin flows. This is shown by the argument
similar to (2) ⇒ (1) of Theorem 3.3. In particular, by Corollary 5.8 of Ueda [25],
for any λ ∈ [0, 1], there exists a type IIIλ non-McDuff factor which admits Rohlin
flows.
4. Classification of Rohlin flows
In section 3, we have shown that there are Rohlin flows on non-McDuff factors.
So it is natural to try to classify them. In this section, first, we apply Masuda–
Tomatsu’s theorem for our Rohlin flows, and we obtain a classification up to strong
cocycle conjugacy. However, strong cocycle conjugacy is nothing but a technical
classification, and a main purpose is a classification up to usual cocycle conjugacy.
So it is important to know whether these two classifications are different or not,
and we show that they are strictly different for our flows.
The following lemma is useful for investigating whether the difference of two
flows is approximately inner or not. Let M = A ∗D B be an amalgamated free
product over a common Cartan subalgebra D, as in subsection 2.2. Let µ be a
normal faithful state on D and let EA : A→ D, EB : B → D, E : M → D be the
conditional expectations as in subsection 2.2.
Lemma 4.1. (Lemma 2.1 of Popa [21], Theorem 5 of Ueda [26])
Let M = A ∗D B, µ, EA, EB , E be as above. Let x ∈ Mω and let v, w
be unitaries of A with µ ◦ EA(u∗ · u) = µ ◦ EA = µ ◦ EA(v∗ · v). Assume that
EA(v
n) = 0, EA(w
n) = 0 (n 6= 0), vDv∗ = D = wDw∗, x = vxw∗. Then for
y1, y2 ∈ kerEB, we have
‖ y1x− xy2 ‖2(µ◦E)ω≥‖ y1(x − Eω(x)) ‖2(µ◦E)ω + ‖ (x− Eω(x))y2 ‖2(µ◦E)ω ,
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where (µ ◦ E)ω : Mω → C, Eω : Mω → Dω are maps induced by µ ◦ E and E,
respectively (see subsection 2.2 of Ueda [26]) and ‖ x ‖(µ◦E)ω= ((µ ◦ E)ω(x∗x))1/2
for x ∈Mω.
By using this lemma, it is possible to show the following lemma, which is crucially
important to investigate the approximate innerness of flows. Let M = A ∗D A be
the type II1 amalgamated free product factor considered in section 3.
Lemma 4.2. Let θ be an automorphism of M = A ∗D A which globally preserves
D and satisfies θ(λa) = u
1λa, θ(λb) = u
2λb for some u
1, u2 ∈ U(D). Then the
automorphism θ is approximately inner if and only if θ|D = id, u1 = u2.
Proof. This is shown in the proof of Theorem 14 of Ueda [26] in a more general
setting. Here we give a proof briefly.
First, we show the “only if” part. Assume that θ is approximately inner. Then
there exists a unitary {un} ofMω such that θ(y) = strong-limn→ω u∗nyun for y ∈M .
Then by using Lemma 4.1 for v = λa, w = u
1∗λa, y1 = λb, y2 = u
2∗λb, x = {un},
we have {un} − Eω({un}) = 0. Hence we have {un} ∈ Dω, which implies that
θ|D = id, and we have
u1 = θ(λa)λ
∗
a = limn→ω
unλau
∗
nλ
∗
a = limn→ω
unα(u
∗
n) = limn→ω
unλ
∗
bu
∗
nλb = u
2.
Next, we show the “if” part. Assume that θ|D = id, u1 = u2. We construct
a sequence {un} of unitaries of D such that unα(u∗n) → u1. By using the Rohlin
lemma for α, there exists a partition {ek}nk=0 ⊂ Proj(D) of unity in D such that
α(ek) = ek+1 for k = 1, · · · , n− 1, µ(e0) < 1/(n+ 1).
Set
un =
n∑
k=0
vkek, v1 = u
1, vk+1 = α(vk)u
1.
for k = 1, · · · , n− 1. Note that
vkekα(elv
∗
l ) = vkv
∗
l+1u
1ekel+1 = δk,l+1u
1ek
for k, l = 1, · · ·n − 1. Hence by a similar computation to the one in the proof of
Theorem 3.3, we have unα(u
∗
n)→ u1. Hence we have
unλau
∗
n → u1λa = θ(λa),
unλbu
∗
n → u1λb = u2λb = θ(λb),
which implies that Adun(y)→ θ(y) strongly for y ∈M . 
Lemma 4.3. The Rohlin flows constructed in Theorem 3.3 are completely classified
by {θ|D, u1tu2t ∗}, up to strong cocycle conjugacy.
Proof. This lemma immediately follows from Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 4.2. 
Example 4.4. The Rohlin flows considered in Example 3.5 are completely classified
by (p, q, λ− µ), up to strong cocycle conjugacy.
The following theorem is the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 4.5. For Rohlin flows in Example 3.5, usual cocycle conjugacy and strong
cocycle conjugacy are different.
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The following lemma is an essential part of Theorem 4.5. Recall that the discrete
spectrum Spd(θ) of a flow θ on a von Neumann algebra M is the set
Spd(θ) := {p ∈ R | there exists x ∈M \ {0} with θt(x) = eiptx for t ∈ R}.
Lemma 4.6. Let θλ1,µ1,p1,q1 , θλ2,µ2,p2,q2 be two Rohlin flows mentioned in Example
3.5. Then they are cocycle conjugate if there exist r ∈ R and two points c, d of
Spd(θ
λ1,µ1,p1,q1 |D) such that one of the following conditions holds.
(1) We have (p1, q1) = (p2, q2) and(
λ2
µ2
)
=
(
λ1
µ1
)
+
(
r
r
)
+
(
c
d
)
.
(2) We have (p1, q1) = −(p2, q2) and(
λ2
µ2
)
=
(
0 −1
1 −2
)(
λ1
µ1
)
+
(
r
r
)
+
(
c
d
)
.
Proof. Assume that one of the above conditions holds. First, consider the case
when condition (2) holds. Let σ be an automorphism of D defined by
σ(f)(s, t) := f(−s,−t)
for f ∈ D, (s, t) ∈ T2. We show the following claim.
Claim. The automorphism σ extends to an automorphism of M by
σ(λa) =λb−1 , σ(λb) =λab−2 .
Proof of Claim. Set an automorphism β on D by β := α−1. Then we have σ ◦
β ◦ σ−1 = α. Hence by Lemma 7.5 of Takesaki [24], there exists an isomorphism
πA : D ⋊α∗α {a}Z ∼= D ⋊α Z→ D ⋊β Z ∼= D ⋊α∗α {b−1}Z satisfying
D ∋ f 7→ σ(f), λa 7→ λb−1 .
Similarly, there exists an isomorphism πB : D ⋊α∗α {b}Z ∼= D ⋊α Z → D ⋊β Z ∼=
D ⋊α∗α {ab−2}Z satisfying
D ∋ f 7→ σ(f), λb 7→ λab−2 .
Note that the endomorphism ρ of F2 defined by a 7→ b−1, b 7→ ab−2 is bijective.
The inverse is given by a 7→ ba−2, b 7→ a−1. By the injectivity of ρ, the images of πA
and πB are free over D (see condition (4) of subsection 2.2). By this observation, it
is easy to see that πA and πB satisfy conditions (1)–(4) of subsection 2.2. Thus by
the uniqueness of the amalgamated free product, σ extends to an automorphism of
M . 
Now we continue the proof of the Lemma. Since σ−1◦θλ1,µ1,p1,q1◦σ = θ−µ1,λ1−2µ1,−p1,−q1 ,
by replacing θλ1,µ1,p1,q1 by σ−1◦θλ1,µ1,p1,q1◦σ, it is enough to consider the case when
condition (1) holds. Assume that condition (1) holds. Since c ∈ Spd(θλ1,µ1,p1,q1 |D),
there exists u ∈ D such that ‖ u ‖= 1 and θλ1,µ1,p1,q1t (u) = eictu for t ∈ R. Since
u∗u(= uu∗) is fixed by θλ1,µ1,p1,q1 , u∗u = uu∗ = 1 by the ergodicity of θλ1,µ1,p1,q1 |D.
Similarly, there exists a unitary v of D with θλ1,µ1,p1,q1t (v) = e
idtv for t ∈ R.
Then the identity map σ of D extends to M by σ(λa) = uλa, σ(λb) = vλb. By
replacing θλ1,µ1,p1,q1 by σ−1 ◦ θλ1,µ1,p1,q1 ◦σ, we may assume that c = d = 0. Hence
by using Example 4.4, θλ1,µ1,p1,q1 and θλ2,µ2,p2,q2 are cocycle conjugate. 
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Now, we return to the proof of Theorem 4.5.
Proof of Theorem 4.5. Let θλ1,µ1,p1,q1 and θλ2,µ2,p2,q2 be two Rohlin flows con-
sidered in Example 3.5. Then by Example 4.4, they are strongly cocycle con-
jugate if and only if λ1 − µ1 = λ2 − µ2, p1 = p2 and q1 = q2. On the other
hand, by Lemma 4.6, they are cocycle conjugate if (p2, q2) = (−p1,−q1) and
(λ2, µ2) = (−µ1, λ1 − 2µ1). 
We interpret this difference comes from the fact that Int(M) is too small. For
our flows, strong cocycle conjugacy is just perturbations by {Ad(u) | u ∈ U(D)}.
Consequently, even though Masuda–Tomatsu’s analysis is applicable for flows on
non-McDuff factors, they are not so powerful and another method is needed to
analyze flows on non-McDuff factors.
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